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What does a Futurist do?



I focus on discovering the hard futures and on sharing practical wisdoms
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Humanity will change more in the next  
20 years than in the previous 300 years





Increasingly, what used to be science fiction is now becoming reality
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Humanity ☯ Technology

#HellVen        





#HellVen        
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2027: a computer will have the capacity of one human brain.  
2050: one computer will have the capacity of all human brains.



Digital Transformation?



Framework changes: all about mobile, data / analytics / AI, cloud, security, IoT
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The framework changes: towards the networked society 



From centralised to decentralised to  distributed

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/eb1f8256-7b4b-11e5-a1fe-567b37f80b64.html#axzz3rsrNK7h8



via QZ.com Nov 19 2015

http://qz.com


Anticipate the framework changes - or risk irrelevance



From industrial- to information- to the experience-economy



From products and ownership to access…

…services and experiences



So which part of your business is  

‘digitally contestable’ ?



https://empoweredgrace.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/reframing.jpg



Screenification. Augmentation. Virtualization. 



Technology

Humanity Organization
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“ations” to investigate because they will change your business completely

▪ Digitization 
▪ Disintermediation 
▪ Mobilisation and 

Screenification 
▪ Automation via 

‘Intelligization’ 
▪ Virtualization (Cloud) 
▪ Anticipation and 

Prediction 
▪ Augmentation (+VR) 
▪ Robotization
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Becoming a ‘cognitive business’ 
Ginni Rometty, IBM





Are you ready for the intelligent, mobile, automated cloud?



Don’t tell anyone but Google is building the’Global Brain / OS’

Google / Alphabet Chairman Eric Schmidt (picture via Business Insider)



Anything that can be digitised and / or automated, will be!





Image Source: Flickr





“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions”

Via Kevin Kelly (Wired)



“One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary (wo)men.  
No machine can do the work of one extraordinary (wo)man”

–Elbert Hubbard



Balance



“Technology is a useful servant but a dangerous master”
Christian Lous Lange





A key trend: dataMYning and paying for privacy



Embrace technology - but don’t become it



Hyper-efficiency is not the ultimate destination



Embrace but then transcend technology to create 
truly lasting value  i.e. brand, purpose, meaning

Customer Delight  
Trust / Relationship 

Engagement 
Intelligence 

Efficiency 



So how will you and your company respond 
to these exponential technological changes?





Future-Readiness: hybrid thinking required!





Thanks for your kind attention - 
now, let’s talk!
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